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i've been testing this driver since the beginning of 2010 and i can
say without a doubt that the driver has improved. bluetooth was
virtually unusable on my mac. now it works on all my mac models
(i have a 2009 13inch macbook air, a 2012 13inch macbook pro
with retina display, a 2012 13inch macbook pro with i7, a 2011
imac with retina display and a 2014 macbook pro with retina
display). right now i'm using a windows 7 laptop with windows 8
and the bluetooth works fine. i tested this with my old windows 7
laptop and my windows 7 desktop with bluetooth working
perfectly. i also tested it with a laptop that i had installed windows
8 on. the bluetooth worked but was very unstable. i tried every
possible solution and the only one that worked was installing the
bluetooth driver. i ran into one problem, the bluetooth was not
enabled in the bios and i had to switch it to "on" and then it
worked fine. i can get my headset working in windows 7 but it's
still a little shaky. i can see my headset working with the
bluetooth driver in windows 8. however, the audio is very choppy.
the sync is messed up when i transfer songs from my mac to my
android tablet. bluetooth audio just isn't up to par when you are
dealing with ios devices. it is a step in the right direction but still
far from perfect. i would have to say that if i was to make a bold
statement it would be that of underwhelming. the initial release of
this driver was in 2011 and since then the bluetooth usb driver
has improved but it has still not reached the point where i would
consider it to be the best driver. i would still go back to my
previous driver because it does work but the bluetooth usb driver
is not perfect. once again, great job.
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we recommend increasing the size of the random backoff factor to
minimize the collision probability due to timing inaccuracy. as

mentioned in the documentation, windows 7 and later update das
with bluetooth connection automatically when connected devices
are reconnected. when it first connects, drivers will all receive a
class of 0x0bf notice */ 0x30 0x0b00 0x0400 0x0303 0x0c10 */,

then can send class of 0x01 notice */ 0x01 0x1a00 0x0080
0x0001 0x00c0 */, and finally can send class of 0x0b notice */
0x0c00 0x0400 0x0102 0x0001 */. the first time the driver is

connection, the lower four bits are 0011 and the upper four bits
are 0000. after the lower four bits are set to 0100 and the upper
four bits are set to 0111, the driver can send class of 0x01 notice
*/ 0x01 0x1a00 0x0080 0x0001 0x00c0 */. so if you can set the
lower four bits to 0110, your work is finished, and then you can
prevent windows 7 and later from automatically updating das

when the devices are reconnected. this driver has been released
for compatibility with 2.3.0 onwards (and i know of one problem
with 2.0, which is mentioned in the comments below). you can

install that driver using standard instructions. the driver's license
access and privacy act, commonly called the green light law, was

enacted on june 17, 2019, and takes effect on december 16,
2019. it allows all new yorkers age 16 and older to apply for a

standard, not for federal purpose, non-commercial driver license
or learner permit regardless of their citizenship or lawful status in
the united states. see information on how to apply for a learner
permit and driver license under new york state's green light law.
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